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There’s a place where soft, short grass forms a vivid
green carpet through which thin, strong trees penetrate and reach skyward. It’s something surreal and
serene, with only a small temple providing a waypoint
between fantasy and reality. You look to the hills and
observe as invisible winds flow into the valley below
and caress the sacred walls of a temple so great, life
is always thriving; and reality is always a step ahead
of fantasy. On these grounds, some of Japan’s most
respected minds embark on their grandest endeavors,
and continuously redefine what is possible.
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But one should not allow the peaceful façade of this
place to betray the reality of its confines. For this
is also the place where one of Japan’s most feared
creation is born. Here, in an innocence only found in
infancy, the beast also draws blood for the first time.
In this place of theory turned reality, we would meet
the masters; the men who have risked everything to
venture into that vast, unexplored realm from which
their contemporaries have willingly withdrawn.
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Many miles to the south, we crossed lines of people
going about their daily activities and boarded an
express train, bound directly for the beasts lair,
Tochigi, Japan.
The train accelerated and we said goodbye to the
soaring skyscrapers and immaculate concrete
wilderness that is modern Tokyo. We were being
whisked away through the countryside and inside,
all was quiet. Some of us enjoyed the remnants of
our morning Japanese pastries -which were a pleas-
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ant upgrade from the sugar injected western variants- while others casually engaged in light chat.
Like most things in Japan, the express train proved
true to its name as it thrust us into the Japanese
equivalent of suburbia, which was more like a
natural blend of people, waterways and ponds, intermixed with farmland and parks. The travel time
to Tochigi was estimated at around one hour and
a half but after a couple stops , most of the locals
disembarked and left us with an entire train-car to
ourselves.

What kind of tour will this be?
“I don’t know man. This place is the holy grail.
Anything could happen.” Chuck H grinned after he
spoke.
“Next Stop Ishibashi Station, Tochigi”
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As we departed the train, the cold air hit us. It was
about 30 degrees, but the air was thick with the
warmth of excitement. Maybe it was the fact that
our journey had taken us further inland. Maybe it
was something else...

people spoke to each other in the language of the
land, a language that no one in the group knew
with the exception of a few words (thanks, more
Saki please, etc.) Thankfully, this was not completely accurate.

As expected, Tochigi was not Tokyo but it did
not have to be. Everything in Japan has its place
and function. Tokyo is supposed to be the sensory
overload while Tochigi is supposed to be the bastion. You don’t want to walk too fast in Tochigi.
Your engine revs down from Tokyo rpms and
sets a pace for crispy cruise. When you leave the
train station, you are greeted by a tower that could
easily be considered German in design. In the
station’s small courtyard, a cadre of Black Cedric
Taxis (think Camry circa 1986) waited dutifully
for people like us. People in seek of the epicenter,
the home of excellence.

“Sumimasen” a small voice said. She stepped
forward and we all stepped aside. None of the others seemed surprised. They knew that Tina could
speak Japanese. Not to mention Kris (Tina’s husband and owner of GTRBlog) is also competent in
the ancient language. The necessary arrangements
were made, two Cedrics were selected, the crisis
was averted, and the pilgrimage resumed.

But there was a problem. We had ventured away
from our tourist-friendly confines. In Tochigi,
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Both taxis were immaculately clean; we could only
guess that in Japan, all Taxi drivers keep their machines as clean as battle ready weapons.
Our journey took us through side streets, around
residences and small businesses. A Bonzai bush
grew along a fence and an ENEOS location shot by.
We kept our eyes peeled and found that our vigilance
was rewarded by a modest but significant sign. Like
paw prints in hot sand, a Blue Stage Nissan dealership signaled our proximity to the alpha-male’s
stomping ground. The driver of the taxi in front of us
made a right. We followed and came to a halt a few
feet later.
We had arrived.
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Nissan’s Tochigi Factory.
It was everything you would expect from the front
of a large factory; manicured, formal, security and a
large sign bearing the corporation’s name (in this case,
the gynormous Nissan hedge). Our convoy halted and
the security staff snapped to high alert. It was the first
real flurry of activity since our arrival in this more laid
back part of Japan. They were not confrontational;
they knew that we were not terrorists. They were only
verifying credentials. Tina and Kris did the language
exchange and in moments we were past the last barrier
between greatness and us.
There was some confusion on where we would be allowed to go; then further instruction came. “No pictures please.” We were told nothing more.
After another short flurry, we found ourselves entering
a semicircular building. An LCD screen was prominently visible at the entrance and welcomed the North
American GT-R Owner’s Club to Nissan’s Tochigi
Plant. At this point, we were also informed that for the
moment, pictures were allowed.
Sun beams poured into the glass lobby where a second sign welcomed visitors to Nissan’s Tochigi plant.
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Behind the sign we could see a Series II R35 GT-R
standing proudly. There were also two other cars in
the center, accompanied by a series of displays highlighting various high points in the histories of the cars
present. To the right of center stage, relaxing in the air
conditioning and safe from the elements was a prototype R35 GT-R. Still dressed in black. Still unclean.
It was as if someone had frozen time and took the car
straight off the Nordschleife and deposited it in the
building.
“Is that the one they set the record with?” someone
asked. “That might be it” someone else responded.
There was still black tape around the front and back
bumpers and on the wheels.
2006 never felt so long ago and at the same time never
so real. All the images from Autoblog, Edmunds, and
LeftLaneNews were now alive. For countless days,
the entire enthusiast community followed updates on
its progress through Germany and the US, months
prior to knowing anything about it. Here it sat as a
display rivaled only by the relics found in the Smithsonian Air & Space Museum. Its tail was still dirty
from carbon deposits. Its Potenza RE070R tires still
bore wax marks from development notes. Its steering
wheel was worn from the expert grip of brave jockeys.

Yet for all its battle scars, it still seemed ready to scream
at redline. Truly breathtaking.
Opposite the prototype R35 stood a Nissan Fairlady
Z(34), flanking the Series II Silver R35 GT-R at center.
Interestingly, there was a Super Silver GT-R sitting
outside one of the side entrances. It seemed strange
somehow, almost out of place. Like we mentioned
earlier, everything in Japan has its place especially
Super Silver GT-Rs that still have protective paper
on the side panels. In any event, our speculation
did not have time to take roots. Instead, our minds
turned to a familiar voice.
“Hello”
Shin Inoue was here.
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Inoue-san is nearly myth among the faithful. In some
books he may well be referred to as Abraham. In his
home country, he created THE GT-R Owners Club,
started with the cooperation of Nissan Motor Company
Japan and Nissan Motorsports International (NISMO)
over 13 years ago.
The list of companies he’s worked with reads as a
who’s who of the Nissan, Skyline, and GT-R community: Nissan Motor Co Japan, Nismo, Pro Spec, Zele, Car
Magazine, BBC (Top Gear), Max Power, Import Tuner,
Autocar, and essentially every major tuner in Japan as
well as no shortage of corporate executives on the highest levels. In the community, he works with nearly all
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the majors and minors, from bloggers to photographers
and countless others.
At his core, Inoue-san is an enthusiast, having owned
every chassis of GT-R created. Including the first,
launched in 1969. He’s no stranger to the global scene
either, having real seat time in a number of generations
of GT-Rs on three continents.
Everyone did well. There was no fainting or ground
kissing or ripping of shirts in the company of Inoue-san
and in front of probably the most famous R35 in the
world.

Not moments later, two men approached from the left
side of the room, one wearing a Nissan windbreaker
and the other wearing the easily recognizable GT-R test
driver’s uniform. They introduced themselves. The test
driver, Shishikura-san actually apologized for not being
able to speak very good English, HA! He should have
heard our Japanese (excluding Tina or Kris of course).
The other gent seemed more concerned with the business at hand. He did a quick tally and urged us to follow. He did not seem like the kind of man to ask twice
so we obliged, walking down a hallway and into a room
labeled Presentation Room 1.
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“

Is that the one they set the record with?”
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Presentation Room Number 1 was very clean, comfortable and modern in appearance. Inside, there were
approximately 30 dark charcoal colored office chairs
with Nissan logos on their backs and red stitching at
their seams. We were asked to sit anywhere we liked.
Everything in the room seemed as if it was assembled
just prior to our arrival. A projector was powered and
the words” “Welcome to Tochigi Plant North American GT-R Owners Club” splashed across the screen.
The R was red. No detail was left undone. We found
walkie talkie looking things, sitting at our desks, still
wrapped in plastic.
“What do you think the radios are for?” Someone
asked.
They are translators, another replied.
Had the Japanese done it? Invented the universal
translator? Speak into the device in one language and
it gets converted to your native tongue? Sadly, no.
Shin took his seat and began doing translation for us.
A man in a suit who had just joined us began to speak.
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We were told he represented the administration, and
not some sort of Nissan Secret Service as it had appeared. We adjusted our earpieces, the lights were
dimmed and our presenters began.
“Hello and welcome to the Tochigi plant. We are
proud and happy to have you visit. Today, we will
walk you through some of the plant highlights, then
we will do a tour, then there will be a ride with our
Test Driver on our development test track. “

Test track?

the limits on what can be built.

Inoue-san did not change his voice inflection so we
did not see it coming. Shishikura-san nodded and
smiled. He knew what he was seeing in our wide eyes.
The slide changed…

The elite 5,862 workers of the plant are over 90%
full time status, and are on average over 43 years old
with over 24 years of plant experience. Every month
they build 23,000 cars on only two assembly lines.
The axles required to build the 23,000 cars per month
are built on the premises as well, as are 170,000 final
drives. To support these operations, the plant churns
through 14,000 tons of cast iron and 3,000 tons of
aluminum, each month.

Nissan’s Tochigi plant is laid out into four different
sections: raw materials/casting, axle units, vehicle
assembly, and the test department. The plant sits on
2.9 million square meters or about 724 acres, of which
the buildings consume 830,000 square meters or about
205 acres. Casting operations started in 1968 while
axle operations began the year after, making the plant
over 40 years old. Production of the first cars began
only a couple years after with the Cedric and Gloria.
Of note: in the year 2007, the first production GT-R
roared to life at this facility. The plant is certified ISO
9002 for quality assurance, ISO 14001 for environmental management, and has been the recipient of a
numerous international awards, all of which Nissan is
proud to have earned. This is Nissan’s premiere production plant, where they continuously strive to push

Many components for the cars are cast on site, including cylinder heads, aluminum suspension members,
steering knuckles, differential gear casings, camshafts,
and more. For a single vehicle, they will assemble the
entire subframe modules on the plant grounds (for example, assemble the final drive with the rear subframe,
brakes, etc.) and deliver it to the appropriate line for
installation.
The plant is more than a masterwork of assembly, it’s
a masterwork of supply. The Tochigi plant is a full,
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100% build-to-order plant and caters to its domestic
dealers via a 100% BTO system. That’s correct- Nissan dealers need not hold any inventory in Japan. This
is impressive because it means that as cars are built to
order, all the components are supplied accordingly- always “just in time.”
We were informed that we would be visiting Line One
of the plant, which is responsible for up to 12,000
units every month. On that line, the Skyline/Infiniti
G35/G37 sedan/Coupe, JDM Cima (Infiniti Q45),
President, new FairladyZ/370Z, Infiniti M, Infiniti EX,
Infiniti FX, are all built. Also on that line, Nissan assembles its premiere offering, the R35 GT-R.
Following the presentation we were introduced to
Kazuaki Miyakawa, the Final Production Chief at the
plant. Miyakawa-san, the man who sat comfortably in
his windbreaker stepped forward and bowed deeply.
He was filled with energy. As he spoke, Inoue-san
kept up but it was almost just a reinforcement of the
obvious. If you had two eyes, you could see that the
man was excited about his work, his product and his
customers. He draws you in. He welcomed us and reminded us that we were special to him and the company. We believed him. In reality, Miyakawa-san is also
a man who invokes deep respect among the Nissan
ranks and across Japan. To be sure, theTochigi plant is
his house and the final assembly of Nissan’s premiere
cars rests on his shoulders.
Miyakwa-san began to tell us about the development
of the GT-R. When the GT-R was in early prototype
form, he began explaining to us, they were not told the
details of its specifications or performance characteristics. He was largely unaware of what the engineers
had built. In fact, when it was first turned over to him,
he had to figure out the functionality of each button in
the cabin. He laughed after he explained. As it would
turn out, he would be the one to head the transition
from final prototype to production. Moreover, he was
the one essentially presented with the massive task of
reliably mass producing the GT-R, for a relatively low
cost, at a time when many in the industry doubted that
it could be done.
The floor was then turned over to Kazuo Shishikura.
Shishikura-san represented the quality assurance
department at Tochigi as a test driver in the GT-R
program. It is an honorable role, one that not all test
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drivers at Nissan can claim. The uniform reflects this
and is unique to GT-R drivers. One of the characteristics we observed was a Japanese flag on the belt line.
They explained that it represented the fact that the
GT-R is a Japanese supercar. It overcomes the domestic divisions, disputes and rivals that not even Japan is
exempt of - in a tribute to their country, in honor of a
national accomplishment. It is an expression of pride
in their work.
As Shishikura-san began his closing remarks, our
business minded friend Mitsuo Matsushita (the one
who walked us into the class room) stood and talked
into a wall phone.
“Hai, Hai”.
They are ready to begin the tour Shin Inoue said. He
then turned to us. “We only have one request. We need
to leave all electronic equipment here except for one
camera.” It was unexpected but everyone knew it was
a small request in comparison to what we had already
received. So after a short discussion, Kris from GT-R
blog ended up as the camera man in the field.
It was time to visit Tochigi Line One.
We were guided out of the room and to a waiting bus.
Behind it sat the same Super Silver GT-R that was
the source of our prior speculation. We climbed into
the bus and observed as Tina walked toward the car.
She would arrive via the silver GT-R, chauffeured by
Shishikura-san himself. She deserved it. Were it not
for her linguistic skills we might have still been at the
station. The bus was not bad either. We all had more
than enough room and Shin, our knowledgeable intermediary, was at our disposal.
As the bus shuttled us into the plant, we all began to
scan the massive compound. Behind us, Tina was all
smiles in the Super Silver GT-R. On either side, we
passed buildings that, in some ways resembled major
production centers and labs in the US. For the most
part, the buildings appeared to be single level and relatively tall in structure. Sadly, it wasn’t clear what was
happening inside of them. Someone noticed that there
was not lot of people around which prompted Inouesan to inform us that it was actually a holiday in Japan.
We all nodded with the understanding of the kindness
extended to us.

After a few minutes of driving through the plant,
the bus pulled alongside one of the larger buildings,
beeped twice and a large garage door shot upward.
If you blinked, you would have missed it. The door
to the bus opened and we stepped out, to find Tina
already there. We were lead inside.
As the factory door opened, a row of 370Zs sat to our
right on an assembly line in front of us. On closer
inspection they were still incomplete- just shells it
seemed. There were a few cars in a straight section of
the line which then curved and went on in a new direction. There were dozens of cars in all. It wasn’t obvious where the cars were coming from or how they got
there- the place was too large to judge such things. We
observed that there was a line that seemed to be dedicated to fully assembled drivetrains. Each drivetrain
had a complete VQ37VHR, less intake manifolds and
some accessories, mated to a transmission which was
then connected to the rear differential via an installed

driveshaft. The front and rear subframes appeared
mostly complete as well, and were held together on
carts that moved on the line.
Miyakawa-san said that our timing was perfect. The
line was about to resume. We walked along the snake
of hanging frames.
On our left we saw cars in earlier stages of completion, leading us to believe that somehow those cars
would end up on our right side. The production floor
also had racks of parts, mostly containing exterior
body components. There were other plastics as well,
which we figured were used for the fender liners.
As we walked, a 370Z shell rounded a bend in the
line. Below it a drivetrain, coming from a different
direction, fell into sync under the shell. There were
very few people in the factory besides ourselves and
a few production techs. Like Navy Seals on a range,
each tech swapped his tools and executed his tasks
with precision and extreme efficiency. In one move
the entire drivetrain- front and rear subframe pre-assembled- was lifted into the body of the car. The techs
then reached behind their backs and began grabbing
different tools , moving from one bolt to the next. In
less than 10 minutes we saw an entire drive train get
installed into a 370Z. By hand! In truth, their ability
to execute was almost scary. We began to wonder if
they were identifying the tools they needed by weight,
because they certainly weren’t looking at which ones
they were picking up. It is also worth noting that in
our short observation, we could not spot any errors. It
was a masterful demonstration of their operation, one
that underscored the level of workmanship no matter
the product that advanced through their production
cell. This is one of the secrets of consistent high quality.
We mainly saw 370Zs and a couple other models
intermixed. Sadly, none of these were GT-Rs. We
were told that it was unusual that there were no GTRs nearby, but due to the increase in production of the
370Z for the US and Japan, the usual mix was off by a
bit.
We continued to walk and noticed a “Legend is real”
GT-R banner hanging from a railing. Nissan’s passion
for the GT-R is very strong.
We proceeded further and observed as a floor level robot
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approached and stopped before Miyakawa-san. Miyakawa-san looked down
at it as if it were a household pet. The robot seemed to respond to him in the
same fashion. Oddly, the robot didn’t seem to have a recognizable power supply or central processing component. It was transporting parts and tools as part
of a process that seemed so integrated, it would likely take another article to
adequately cover. Miyakawa-san smiled and continued to walk. We followed.
We made our way up to the front and around the opposite side of the
line, seeing cars that were closer to completion as we walked. We
saw a row of evenly parked G37 hardtop convertibles, all of them
with their tops up. They looked elegant under the lighting. It was
the first time we’d seen them in person, outside of the limited selection of pictures released by Nissan and the general Automotive Press.
Walking further we came across a row of GT-Rs. They were series II based
on the colors of the wheels and types of tires fitted, but they weren’t like
the other GT-Rs we’d seen so far. They had a reflecting light in the rear
diffuser, between the exhaust pipes. They appeared to be Europe’s first production spec cars! Soon they would find themselves on the other side of the
world, bringing the fight to the enemy’s home land. We continued to walk.
On our left there was a GT-R alone on a lift. It was a Spec V GT-R.
We all listened via our wireless headsets as John W talked to Inouesan. In fact, John W had spotted something we almost missed - they
would be installing the exhaust onto the Spec V off the line. By hand.
A car started driving toward us. It looked to be a black GT-R but as it got closer,
it’s color started to change revealing a hint of purple. Another Spec V! This
was the first production Spec V built! They brought it over to us and parked
it next to a red GT-R. We kept our distance and tried to behave as we looked
it over. It was beautiful, despite being wrapped in protective materials. The
paint looked completely different in the fluorescent lights of the plant. Here
it looked black from a distance and dark purple up close. In the light of the
galleries in Tokyo it looked copper and purple depending on the angle. The
interior was covered in plastic. The car was almost ready for delivery. We
were told that we could have our picture taken with the car if we wanted...
We could have easily spent the rest of our day there. But knowing what
waited for us, we continued on…
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“

From a lean perspective, the Nissan production line is a sight to behold, with the smoothness of operation being as impressive as the technique with which the cars are assembled. Everything on the line is “just in
time,” to optimize efficiency. As each car rolls up, the correct transmission
arrives just when it is needed. The assembler’s movements are such that
motions are not wasted. The secret behind the deceptively simple magic?
Multiply all the eliminated stops, the eliminated motions, the eliminated
waste}It is very easy to oversimplify this accomplishment and exceedingly
difficult to capture its grandeur in a few keystrokes. However, one must
understand that lean manufacturing at this level is a commitment to excellence and continuous improvement. It cannot be accomplished by partial
implementation and loose strategy; it has to be fully integrated into the
culture before it can truly affect the product. Unfortunately, this is where
many US manufactures have struggled for so long.”

“

The line was a stunning display of production mastery. Many ”internet-experts” believe that because the GT-R is built on the same line as
its lower priced siblings, somehow the quality or specialness of the car
is compromised. Obviously these individuals have never been in a GTR. Nor have they ever been to Tochigi. Simply put, the fact that the R35
GT-R is built here is purely a reflection of the mastery that Nissan has in
the business of production. It’s a reflection of realized capabilities. It is
part of the reason why the car can be brought to market in the quantities
and at the price level that it is. And why its competitors cannot. It’s not
only what makes the GT-R special, it’s what makes Nissan special. ”
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Tochigi Test Track.
The sky was perfectly clear and the air was crisp and
cool. We could not ask for more as we stood outside
of the bus which had stopped at the edge of the course
boundary. We were barely acclimated to our new surroundings when a masked R35 GT-R wearing gleaming white calipers, blazed past us. We turned, watching
it and listening to the sound fade as the car disappeared. We could hear it downshift once, then twice,
in a buttery smooth succession, before disappearing
into a right hand turn….
“We’re conducting sound testing on the Spec V”
Inoue-san translated, answering the question that had
just-then popped into our heads. We began to wonder
why the masks were needed, and then it reappeared
again at full speed on the opposite side of the track. It
went hard under braking and turned toward us. In just
moments it passed us again, its VR38 motor at a full,
gurgling war cry before the transmission would interrupt it....

disappearing at the end of the straight. It reappeared
on the back stretch and went under braking. We stood
and watched this get repeated over a dozen times, for
one person after another. Eventually we would hear
the tires start to complain. Even on the take offs and
1-2 shifts. The car’s composure under braking was not
nearly as impressive as its resilience to the punishment
it was being given. The repeated stops after each few
laps was hard on the car, partly because of the actions
being repeated but also because the Shishikura-san
brought the car to a stop in front of us every few laps
- there was no time for the car to cool. Both the transmission and brakes were being punished, but judging
the car’s performance, both seemed indifferent.
Or was it an illusion? We stood by to wait for our turns
to find out. Eventually, the door would open for each
of us…

We weren’t allowed to take pictures of it. We looked at
each other. Sound testing-yeah right. Miyakawa-san
looked at us and squinted under the power of the clear
day. You will take two laps with our driver, Shishikura-san. As you drive, please notice that the GT-R has
no forward dip as it brakes. He gestured to the other
“sound testing” GT-R as he spoke.
Shishikura-san brought the silver GT-R out on the side
access lane. The passenger door opened.
Who’s first?
We were still struggling to understand everything we’d
seen on the production line just moments before. And
here, on the proving grounds of Nissan’s production
factory, where Godzilla is first brought to life... where
it first tastes blood....we were being offered rides under the expert skills of Kazuo Shishikura.
John W stepped up.
Very good Shishikura-san said. The passenger door
closed.
We watched as Shishikura-san went wide open throttle
from a stop. All fours bit and the car leaped forward,
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Davin’s Account

“

If you’ve never been in an R35, close your eyes
and imagine yourself in a tank. Now imagine that tank
is made completely from carbon fiber and other exotic
materials, so despite its size and apparent mass it actually weighs far less than you’d expect. Then picture
that tank with a turbine powered engine and nearinstantaneous throttle response. Envision yourself
strapped into this machine of war. That’s what being
strapped onto Godzilla feels like.
The transmission, suspension and traction control
were all in race mode. The three Red Rs glowed on
the center console. Immediately, Shishikura-san stood
on the accelerator. The acceleration off the line pinned
me to the seat. In a scant few seconds we were being propelled through 60mph and had left the group
far behind. My earpiece, which I had forgotten to turn
off and was still active with everyone’s conversations,
suddenly fell silent, as if the war machine had cut off
all extra-vehicular E-M emissions. Very rapidly, we
made our way left onto our line, falling behind another
GT-R that had popped into view...
It was the modified SpecV. We were chasing the prototype.
It disappeared in front of us, falling into a right hand
bend. We were following at full speed- Shishikura-san
hadn’t lifted. I was still pinned down. The carbon fiber
tank everyone calls Godzilla breathed heavily, and
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pursued its brethren without flinching. Heading into
the corner I began to wonder when he’d lift. Finally he
did, and at that very moment I saw that the prototype
had taken a different path. Suddenly, we hit the side
of an embankment. With massive force, Godzilla fell
onto the corner, slamming against the concrete with a
level of structural rigidity that would make an M1A2
command officer proud. With G forces being applied
both to the side of my body and downward on my
body from the banked turn, I struggled to remain upright in the seat. The forces were pulling on my head
and simultaneously pushing my entire body against the
seat’s bolstering. Then we came on the apex, and just
as I thought I’d see relief Shishikura-san again pinned
the throttle. The car responded and the G-forces immediately shifted to the longitudinal- pushing me directly
back into the seat again as Godzilla leapt forward with
more furiosity than one would think 480 horsepower
could provide.
The twin turbine powerplant, aided by six cylinders of
internal combustion, sucked us clean out of the corner
and deep onto the back straight. Before I knew it we
were under full braking force. I was impressed. And
I own a GT-R. Moments afterwards we were pulling
past the front side again, passing the group at speed,
preparing for our second lap. And this time, we had a
rolling start, so we were moving much, much faster.
I tried to brace myself for the heavy turn I knew was
coming...”

Chris’s Account

“

The NAGTROC delegation was gracious enough
to permit other automotive representatives like myself
to participate in what was a truly magical experience. I remember tumbling out of the GT-R after my
run around the track and having Miyakawa-san ask
me with the utmost interest: “How was it.” I tried to
make my tongue move but my lips had different ideas.
I think I managed to nod and smile but that was it.
So even though I suspect that Miyakawa-san is not a
judgmental man, I will attempt to redeem myself with
this account.
Climbing into a GT-R is not new for me; I had the
pleasure of riding with Davin as he transitioned
through Florida. That said, Florida roads, despite
my deepest desires are not tracks. For instance, once
my seat belt was secured Shishikura-san launched
(launching is not advisable on Florida roads, the cops
tend to react badly to it). My head snapped back and
I found that the seat belt was actually good for something. We dove into turn one (yes, we dove as in fingers pointed, body extended etc..) At that point, I think
I tried to turn my head but my neck said no thanks.
Luckily, we hit a straight because it gave my abs just
enough of a break to prepare for turn two. We hit the
bank, the GT-R tilted and the sky disappeared. It was
the kind of view you see on those wall cams when
they film the Olympic bobsled teams except this was
way, way faster and a lot warmer. When you emerge
from that hard left, you can feel the cartilage between

your vertebrae compress. “Please notice how the car
brakes.” Shishikura-san said. I can’t stress this enough.
The braking challenge was incredibly impressive.
To put it in context, here is some background. Each
person received the same ride (2 laps each). However,
before I took my ride, John Turbo was permitted three
laps. Why is he so special you ask? Simple, on his second lap, he was robbed of the full throttle experience.
Apparently, the “sound testing GT-R” had wandered
into the way of the skillful Shishikura-san as he was
wielding the weapon he knew so well. “Yeah dude, he
actually had to slam on the brakes to keep us safely
away for the other car.” John said. “So to make up
for it, he gave me another lap. “ This not only proves
that John is an extremely lucky SOB, it also demonstrates what the car had endured moments before my
ride. Then we braked without so much as a wheel
chirp. The braking test was done and I took a quick
scan of the world outside the wormhole. It all seemed
so… slow. My neck snapped back and Shishikura-san
pelted us past our point of origin. The feedback from
the outside world was the only indicator that there was
a world outside. At this point, I would love to say that
lap two was inconsequential. Unfortunately, it only left
me wanting more. So in summary, it would be escapist to say that the GT-R is simply a fast car. Instead, I
would say it is surprisingly fast and deceptively agile,
two characteristics that can best be appreciated on the
unencumbered track. ”
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After everyone had been out, Shishikura-san brought
the car back and parked it and we began to chat once
again.
As we talked, the heat could be felt coming from the
car. The brakes were so hot that we could see heat
waves across the wheels. Looking at the rotors, one
could see the scars from prior battles as cracks started
to creep from the dozens of holes around the discs.
A look across the track showed different lanes with
different quality paving. We asked what it was for, and
it turned out that Nissan duplicated the quality of the
roads in various parts of the world. The first section
corresponds to Japan. The second section corresponds
to the Autobahns in Germany and the European roadways. The third, seemingly incomplete with breaks in
the road at regular intervals, corresponds to Los Angeles, USA. The cars can be tested here on each section
at any time, as Nissan sees fit.
Shishikura-san commented that the actual number of
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laps taken during testing with new GT-Rs deviates
with the time of year and weather. In the cold and wet,
they still take the cars out, but in these cases the cars
may receive additional laps. Shishikura-san himself
has noticed that in colder, wetter weather, newer GTRs often need at least one additional lap to properly
break in. This is something he feels from the cars, and
not from a handbook given to him.
It was difficult to process everything that happened
out there. After we were done, Miyakawa-san wanted
to know about our individual experiences. Usually a
talkative group, we struggled to find the right words
for him…
We did our best. Seemingly pleased with our responses, our test driver parked the car and we posed for a
picture.

“

Few cars in the world can match what a GT-R can do with a turn. It’s an act of obscenity bordering on the
irrational. Being strapped into the car for extended periods of time is punishing. You leave the car feeling weak,
struggling from the raw punishment of G forces and heavy acceleration in ways you didn’t think possible. As
I exited the car I couldn’t help but laugh. I laid down on the concrete near the bus, contemplating what I’d just
seen. It was then that I realized - what Godzilla did for me, it had done over a dozen times before. Without
the opportunity to cool. And even as I sat, I heard the door close, as another would get in. And Shishikura-san
would pin the throttle, hurtling the car forward at hundreds of feet per second...”
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We returned to the classroom and found presents at
our desks. Miniature model R-35s and refreshments
sat on each desk. We sat as our hosts opened themselves to even more of our questions.

cars? “

We joked and traded stories from North America. Our
test driver chatted with us about the life as a member
the GT-R team. It turned out that he had driven the
GT-R during development, at the Sendai Track in
Northern Japan.

Again, we received a lecture on how the car was built
for the track.

We listened to stories of development and the search
for difficult tracks to test the GT-R on. They wanted
to spend time developing the car in places where the
track could expose the car’s weaknesses, a familiar
line to those of us who know. On hearing it, Davin
and John W came up with a question for Shishikurasan. Holding him to his word on the degree to which
the GT-R was track oriented, Davin began to speak.
“On normal cars, it is recommended that owners not
install racing harnesses due to the risk that if the car
rolls over, the roof structure could collapse, killing
the driver as he is pinned within the harness inside”
Inoue-san nodded and began to translate as Davin continued- “On the GT-R, Nissan has said that harnesses
can be ran through the factory seats. So is it safe to
run a harness without having a cage in the GT-R? Or
would roof cave-in be a risk as it would be on other
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The response was immediate, absolute, without hesitation, and in English. “Of course.”

Then John W and Davin chatted some more, before
bringing up another question on temperatures. In
specific, at what point is it safe for the engine and
transmission to see full operation? Inoue-san began to
translate as they spoke. Shishikura-san then replied,
saying that as soon as the needles started to move
upward, the car could safely be driven as I’d like. It
wasn’t exactly the answer we were expecting, but
interesting nonetheless. It was difficult to tell what
exactly was meant, since we had nothing to refer to.
It could have meant that 1) when the engine coolant temp gets to normal, the engine can be ran as one
would like. Or, it could have meant that 2) when the
engine oil and transmission oil temperature gauges
start to move (at about 120 degrees) the car can be
driven as we’d like. Regardless, after talking it over,
we were satisfied as our personal target temperatures
and definitions of safe seemed to have been confirmed
to be on the safe side.

Then Miyakawa-san and Shishikura-san asked who
had GT-Rs already. Hands went up. Both John R and
John W had taken theirs to tracks, albeit tracks of
different sorts. He said the car was ready to go to the
track, in stock form. Interestingly however, Shishikura-san went on to note that for anyone considering the
370Z, the Z was not built to be tracked to the extent of
the GT-R and that it would be important to watch the
engine temperatures on the track....
Feeling lucky by this point, we tried to ask about
the Spec V. In particular, Davin asked whether the
SpecV’s carbon brakes worked very well in the cold,
or if they required significant heat to work effectively.
After Inoue-san translated the question, there was a
pause for a moment before it was explained that the
SpecV’s brakes could work acceptably well on the
street while cold, but were designed to be most effective on the track and at higher temperatures.
Feeling extra lucky, we asked about the next SpecVwhat did Nissan have in store?
They smiled and said they couldn’t talk about it.
Maybe we weren’t so lucky.
From there we began to talk about traction control. We
discussed the fact that some, albeit not all, can extract

the added performance of the car in VDC in OFF vs R.
Shishikura-san begged us to leave traction control on,
saying “I know your intentions...but please leave it on”
In the videos on the Ring, traction control was off.
John W pointed this out to them, to which they replied
that Suzuki-san is a “very special driver… His traction
control is his right foot.” We all laughed.
Our serious friend, Matsushita-san, the man of serious business turned out to be the most light hearted in
the bunch. It wasn’t long before he had renamed two
members of the group. Tom Cruise and Chuck Conners, he said as he pointed towards Chuck and John R.
We all cracked up.
We also talked about the way the GT-R was being handled in the US. We told them of the availability issues
and the market pricing problems, which they seemed
surprisingly concerned about- even going so far as to
asking us to elaborate and asking for specific numbers.
John W gave them the rundown of the hugely important California market while Davin recounted the average prices across the southeast region. The disappointment and concern was written across their faces. They
had nothing to do with it but it felt as if they took
ownership for the deplorable behavior of so many.
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We chatted until the taxis arrived. It was time to
return to the neon opulence of Tokyo and leave
splendid Tochigi behind. We shook hands and
bowed to our gracious hosts.
Shin Inoue, who took almost a day to translate and
bridge the language gap. The mysterious administrative representative who walked us through
an impressive metrics package, Matsushita-san
whose graciousness and humor made us feel so
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welcome, Shishikura-san, whose driving skills can
only be described as “GT-R good” and Miyakawasan whose genius enables the production of a
product that has literally changed the way we look
at automotive propulsion.
As our Cedrics pulled out of the plant, the security
guard came to sharp attention saluting us as we
departed from the premises.

Minutes later, against a pink fading sun, we boarded our train to take us back to the heart of Tokyo...
and we began to reflect on our afternoon in a very
special place. A place where perfection is sought
daily. A place where the weather is always right.
The place where Godzilla is born.
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“

Still some people ask, why do you build a supercar like this now?
Because, GT-R is our act of passion
We are passionate about cars like some people are passionate about sport, art, or music
to turbocharge that spririt at Nissan, we wanted to make a car that stretched all our skills
and our craft to their limits.
The ultimate expression of our automotive passion.”

Carlos Ghosn, CEO Nissan Motor Company.
October 24 2007
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